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Introduction

This work focuses on the demonstration of previously achieved results in the
automatic detection of laughter from natural discourses. In the previous work
features of two diﬀerent modalities, namely audio and video from unobtrusive
sources, were used to build a system of recurrent neural networks called Echo
State networks to model the dynamics of laughter. This model was then again
utilized to detect laughters from presented test data. The approach was used
to confirm human labels of laughter and to detect laughter in previously unmarked data, which resulted in nice results in oﬄine applications. As reported
in a publication currently under revision accuracies of 90 % were achieved using the multi modal input data relying on modulation spectral features from
one microphone and movement data of a 360 degree camera positioned in the
middle of a conference table [1]. In this work however, we would like to show a
proof of concept for the online and on the fly recognition of laughter performing
close to real-time. The goal of this work is to use a previously trained model
of laughter in a modular process engine environment, which is currently under
development overcoming known diﬃculties of pattern recognition and information fusion tasks, to detect laughter from a continuous microphone input. The
intended application may then be used in online applications such as robots interacting with humans or the evaluation of human to human communication.
Furthermore, the detection of laughter is an integral part of the improvement
of dialog systems towards an aﬀect understanding machine, since laughter is an
important part of a healthy and natural communication.

2

Recognition System

As mentioned before we utilize Echo State networks (ESN) [2], making use of the
sequential characteristics of the modulation spectrum features that are scaled
perceptually, in our approach. The features are extracted every 20 ms and comprise data of 200 ms in order to be able to give accurate on- and oﬀset positions
of laughter, but also comprise around a whole ”laughter syllable” in one frame
[3]. The biologically inspired features are extracted using standard methods like
Mel filtering and Fast Fourier Transformations. In short they represent the rate
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of change of frequency, since they are based on a two level Fourier transformation. These low dimensional (dim = 8) features are used as input to the ESN,
consisting of a large number of sparsely interconnected neurons in a dynamic
reservoir. Furthermore, the ESN is trained eﬃciently using the direct pseudo
inverse function to adapt the weights from the reservoir towards the output
layer [4]. ESNs are capable due to the characteristics of the dynamic reservoir
to make use of the past few inputs to predict upcoming events, such as laughter
in a sequential input.

3

Process Engine

The real time environment is realized by our own process engine, that is under constant development, providing rapid prototyping possibilities to the user.
The goal is to be able to plug diﬀerent black boxes, resembling various modules comprising filters, classifiers, and sources, together in an abstraction level
above common programming languages. Furthermore, the engine will be able to
deal with multiple sources in order to fulfill information fusion tasks at diﬀerent
steps, such as feature fusion or classifier fusion. Therefore, it is necessary to handle sources with diﬀerent starting, and end points as well as diﬀerent sampling
rates as it is the case for audio and video sources. The integration of multiple
modalities however, is a matter of future development. At the current state we
will demonstrate a proof of concept using a processing pipeline composed by the
following elements:
– input source node (microphone)
– feature extraction node (modulation feature extraction using matlab)
– classifier node (an ESN provided by matlab)
– output node for visual demonstration
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